Mirage Swift II
So light . . .
So flexible . . .
So quiet . . .

Mirage Swift™II
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Enjoy the quiet
and flexibility of
Mirage Swift II
Mirage Swift II is
designed to direct air
away from you and your
bed partner’s face for
quiet and gentle therapy.
The Mirage Swift II is
86% quieter than Mirage
Swift,* so you can sleep
peacefully at night.

Better than Ever with Mirage Swift II
• Quiet: Provides quieter therapy so you and your
partner can sleep well at night. Directs air gently and
quietly away from you and your partner

• Light and compact: An effective option you can
use every night or to complement a cushion mask.

• Simple to fit and wear. After first-time
adjustments, you can fit your Mirage Swift II quickly
and easily.

• Flexible: Four interchangeable tube positions let you
sleep comfortably in various positions.

Fits you … fits your lifestyle

Some choices are easy ...
A light, flexible, quiet mask from ResMed
• The leading nasal pillows system for CPAP therapy
from the world leaders in mask technology.
• One of the lightest nasal pillows systems you will
ever wear, the Mirage Swift II weighs less than 2.5 oz
(about 72 g).
• The Swift II sits lightly on your face, with the pillows
positioned at the entrance of your nostrils. Minimalist
design limits contact with your face so you feel comfortable during therapy.
• Mirage Swift II has very few parts and is designed for
easy fitting, handling and cleaning.

• Mirage Swift II comes with three pillow sizes, one of
them just right for you.
• Designed for freedom and comfort in everyday life,
it is easy to put on and take off.
• You can wear it while reading or watching television—
even with glasses.
• Light, elegant and compact, it’s the perfect choice for
an active lifestyle, ready to travel with you wherever
you go in its own handy bag.

* Source: Testing per ISO 3744:1994 Acoustics: determination of sound
power levels of noise sources using pressure.

